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ABSTRACT
Objective The literature suggests a lack of consensus on
the use of terms related to coeliac disease (CD) and gluten.
Design A multidisciplinary task force of 16 physicians
from seven countries used the electronic database
PubMed to review the literature for CD-related terms up
to January 2011. Teams of physicians then suggested
a definition for each term, followed by feedback of these
definitions through a web survey on definitions,
discussions during a meeting in Oslo and phone
conferences. In addition to ‘CD’, the following descriptors
of CD were evaluated (in alphabetical order):
asymptomatic, atypical, classical, latent, non-classical,
overt, paediatric classical, potential, refractory, silent,
subclinical, symptomatic, typical, CD serology, CD
autoimmunity, genetically at risk of CD, dermatitis
herpetiformis, gluten, gluten ataxia, gluten intolerance,
gluten sensitivity and gliadin-specific antibodies.
Results CD was defined as ‘a chronic small intestinal
immune-mediated enteropathy precipitated by exposure
to dietary gluten in genetically predisposed individuals’.
Classical CD was defined as ‘CD presenting with signs
and symptoms of malabsorption. Diarrhoea,
steatorrhoea, weight loss or growth failure is required.’
‘Gluten-related disorders’ is the suggested umbrella term
for all diseases triggered by gluten and the term gluten
intolerance should not to be used. Other definitions are
presented in the paper.
Conclusion This paper presents the Oslo definitions for
CD-related terms.

INTRODUCTION

▸ http://dx.doi.org/10.1136/
gutjnl-2012-302613

Coeliac disease (CD) is a chronic small intestinal
immune-mediated enteropathy precipitated by
exposure to dietary gluten in genetically predisposed people. Although symptoms and signs of CD
have been recognised for more than 100 years, it
was in the 1940s that the Dutch paediatrician
Dicke established a link between the protein
component of wheat (gluten) exposure and CD.1
CD and related diseases are now common chronic
diseases in children and adults, and increased diagnosis has led to a proliferation of research activities.
As with many other chronic conditions, the
boundaries of CD are not always clear, with the
consequence that there is considerable confusion
and a lack of consensus regarding diagnostic criteria
of CD and related conditions.
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Significance of this study
What is already known on this subject?
< There is a lack of consensus on the use of terms

related to coeliac disease (CD) and gluten.
< Variability in the use of terminology has led to

difficulty when comparing and evaluating clinical
studies and research findings.

What are the new findings?
< The panel reached agreement on the definition

of terms related to CD and/or gluten currently in
use in clinical practice and research.
< Some terms in current use should be abandoned
because they are outdated or misleading.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the
foreseeable future?
< Uniform definitions for common terms relating
to CD will improve communication among
researchers, clinicians and the general public,
and will ensure that research is conducted and
reported in a consistent manner.

The ﬁrst consensus deﬁnition of CD was
published in Acta Paediatrica in 1970.2 This publication deﬁned CD as a permanent condition of
gluten intolerance with mucosal ﬂattening that
reversed on a gluten-free diet (GFD) and then
relapsed on re-introduction of gluten. Although the
deﬁnition of CD has undergone minor changes
since 1970,3 4 consensus deﬁnitions have been
restricted to CD. However, the scientiﬁc community has come to recognise that there is a spectrum
of disorders related to gluten ingestion.
Due to a lack of common deﬁnitions for the
spectrum of terms and disorders related to CD,
a multidisciplinary task force of 16 physicians from
seven countries with particular expertise in diagnosis and treatment of CD proposes the following
deﬁnitions for the variety of vague and often
confusing terms currently in use in the literature.
These deﬁnitions are based on thorough literature
reviews (table 1), a discussion in Oslo at the 14th
International Coeliac Disease Symposium in June
2011, and agreement on consensus statements by
a web survey and phone conferences. We refer to
our deﬁnitions as the ‘Oslo deﬁnitions’.
43
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Coeliac disease
Terms evaluated for this review

Term
Defined
Coeliac disease (CD)y
Asymptomatic CD
Classical CD
Paediatric classical CDy
Non-classical
Potential CD
Refractory CD
Subclinical CD
Symptomatic CD
CD autoimmunityz
Genetically at risk of CDy
Dermatitis herpetiformisy
Gluteny
Gluten ataxia
Non-coeliac gluten sensitivity
Gliadin-specific antibodiesx
Overt CD
Gluten-related disorders
Discouraged
Atypical CD
Latent CD
Typical CD
Gluten intolerance
Gluten sensitivity
Silent CD
CD serology{

PubMed hits until
January 2011*
14 843
39
10
e
3
33
109
43
26
16
e
2759
8879
28
85
5
10
12
13
78
11
244
241
80
15

*We searched PubMed for the period 1 January 1900 to 31 January 2011. Individual
authors then examined papers deemed most relevant. When the phrase ‘coeliac disease’ is
part of the definition, we searched PubMed for the relevant term and coeliac disease (British
and American spelling). For example, ‘silent coeliac disease’ [All Fields] OR ‘silent coeliac
disease’ [All Fields] AND (‘1900/01/01’ [PDAT]: ‘2011/01/31’ [PDAT]).
yFor these terms, our literature review was entirely based on expert consensus of the
literature because it was beyond the scope of this paper to review all papers identified
through PubMed (or as in the case of ‘paediatric classical CD’ there were no hits).
zWe searched for ‘coeliac disease autoimmunity’ and ‘coeliac autoimmunity’ (British and
American spelling).
xA search for ‘gluten and antibodies’ yielded 2529 hits.
{Although we discourage the use of the term ‘CD serology’, we have provided a definition
for this term.

The purpose of our recommended deﬁnitions is to create
a foundation for clinical management and research. Clear deﬁnitions will allow more efﬁcient and generalisable advances in
CD research relating to aetiology, incidence, prevalence,
complications and treatment of patients with CD and other
gluten-related disorders.

METHODS
Task force constitution
Members of this collaborative effort were invited to participate
by two of the authors (DAL and CC). The constitution of the
group reﬂects the wide variety of disciplines to which CD may
present in practice: gastroenterology, histopathology, paediatrics, neurology and dermatology. Members of the task force were
from Sweden, the USA, Argentina, Italy, the UK, Finland and
Norway. Four of the ﬁve physicians from the USA had trained
elsewhere (two in Ireland, one in Australia and one in Italy).

Literature review
Teams of three or four physicians were assigned between one
and four CD-related terms. Each team carried out a literature
search (table 1) of the entire electronic database PubMed up to
January 2011 using the terms as key words. These terms
44

included CD and the following descriptors of CD: asymptomatic, atypical, classical, latent, non-classical, overt, paediatric
classical, potential, refractory, silent, subclinical, symptomatic,
typical, CD serology, CD autoimmunity, genetically at risk of
CD, dermatitis herpetiformis, gluten, gluten ataxia, gluten
intolerance, gluten sensitivity and gliadin-speciﬁc antibodies.
The literature review was mostly restricted to original papers
and reviews. Most papers had been published after 1990. The
teams then suggested deﬁnitions for each term.

Web survey
A web survey was then conducted and all suggested deﬁnitions
were listed and subjected to peer review (online appendix).
Comments and feedback from the web survey were taken into
account when creating a second set of deﬁnitions.

Discussions and phone meetings
The revised deﬁnitions and appending comments were then
discussed in Oslo at the 14th International CD Symposium in
June 2011. This discussion was followed by two phone conferences in which the remaining deﬁnitions were discussed until
consensus was achieved. We did not grade the evidence underlying each deﬁnition because that was not the purpose of the
task force and this review did not deal with clinical management. For the convenience of readers, each deﬁnition given in the
Results section below is followed by a short literature review of
each term. Two terms were added after the initial web survey
and the meeting in Oslo: ‘dermatitis herpetiformis’ and ‘CD
autoimmunity’, which were discussed through email.

RESULTS
Coeliac disease
Coeliac disease is a chronic small intestinal immune-mediated
enteropathy precipitated by exposure to dietary gluten in
genetically predisposed individuals.
CD is triggered by the ingestion of gluten (deﬁnition below),
the protein component of wheat, rye, barley, but not oats.5 6
Such exposure results in a variable degree of intestinal damage.7
In most patients with CD, the enteropathy will reverse on
a GFD.2e4 According to the suggested deﬁnition, CD is a chronic
disease, but as the discussion of the terms potential CD and
latent CD will show, there are reports of transient CD.8
Although CD is the most common cause of enteropathy in
the western world and enteropathy is a prerequisite for CD, it
should be noted that other diseases may cause small intestinal
inﬂammation but do not qualify as CD.9 Typically, the inﬂammation in CD includes an increased intraepithelial lymphocyte
(IEL) count, most often >25/100 cells.9 10 Another feature of CD
is that it incorporates an adaptive T-cell-mediated response (to
gluten) and that it occurs in people who are DQ2eDQ8 positive.11 12 Increasingly, the presence of speciﬁc endomysial antibodies (EMA, also called AEA), anti-tissue transglutaminase
antibodies (TTG, a-tTG, TTA), and/or deamidated antigliadin
antibodies (DGP) plays an important role in the serological
work-up for CD. These antibodies strongly support the diagnosis of CD, but by themselves are not conﬁrmatory.
To conﬁrm a diagnosis of CD, biopsies of the duodenum must
be taken when patients are on a gluten-containing diet.
Consensus states four to six biopsies are necessary for diagnosis,13 including from the duodenal bulb.14 15
Three histological classiﬁcations of CD are used: Marsh,7
MarsheOberhuber16 and Corazza.10 A comparison of these
classiﬁcations is shown in table 2.
Gut 2013;62:43–52. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2011-301346
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Table 1

Coeliac disease
Comparison of histopathological classifications
Classification
Marsh-Oberhuber16

Corazza10

Type 0
Type 0

Type 0
Type 0

Normal
Grade A

Type 1

Type 1

Grade A

Type 2

Type 2

Grade A

Type 2 hyperplastic lesion
Crypt hyperplasia, increased
crypt height and influx of
inflammatory cells

Type 3 destructive

Grade B1 atrophic, villous
to crypt ratio is <3:1

Morphology of duodenal mucosal biopsy

Marsh*

Normal
Normal architecture and increased intraepithelial
lymphocytes $25/100 enterocytes
Normal architecture and increased intraepithelial
lymphocytes $40/100 enterocytes
Normal architecture and increased intraepithelial
lymphocytes $40/100 enterocytes with crypt hyperplasia
Partial villous atrophy and increased intraepithelial
lymphocytes $40/$25/100 enterocytes

Total villous atrophy intraepithelial lymphocytes
$40/$25/100 enterocytes
Atrophic hypoplastic lesion: flat mucosa, normal crypt
height, no inflammation with normal intraepithelial
lymphocyte counts

7

Type 3 destructive severe
inflammation, flat villi;
hyperplastic crypts
No equivalent

Type 3a partial villous atrophy;
villi blunt and shortened with
a villous:crypt ratio, 1:1
Type 3b subtotal villous atrophy;
villi atrophic but still separate
and recognisable
Type 3c total villous atrophy;
villi rudimentary or absent; mucosa
resembles colonic mucosa
Type 4

Grade B2 atrophic, villi are
no longer detectable
No equivalent

*Marsh initially explored the association of mucosal damage with a progressively increased gluten intake in treated patients with celiac disease. This staging has since been used as
a classification.

Historically, CD has been equivalent to sprue, coeliac sprue,
gluten-sensitive enteropathy and gluten intolerance. In the past
the terms non-tropical sprue and idiopathic steatorrhoea were
used.17 18 None of these terms are currently recommended.

Gluten
Gluten is the commonly used term for the complex of water
insoluble proteins from wheat, rye and barley that are harmful
to patients with CD.
The major seed proteins in cereals are the alcohol-soluble
prolamins, a complex group of alcohol-soluble polypeptides
that make up about half of the protein in the mature grain.
The term gluten indicates a broad group of prolamins (gliadins
and glutenins) found in wheat. Other prolamins showing
similar immunogenic properties are also found in rye (secalins),
barley (hordeins) and other closely related grains.13 19 The
major prolamins of the more distantly related maize (zeins)
seem to have evolved independently and show no harmful
effects in patients with CD. Oats have also been shown to be
non-immunogenic in most patients with CD.20 A GFD usually
indicates a diet free from wheat, rye, barley, triticale, kamut
and spelt.
Gluten is poorly digested in the human intestine with or
without CD. Gluten peptides cross intact into the submucosa of
the small intestine. In the submucosa of the small intestine the
human enzyme transglutaminase 2 also referred to as tissue
transglutaminase (tTG) deamidates gluten peptides, which
allows for high-afﬁnity binding to human leucocyte antigen
(HLA) DQ2 and HLA DQ8 molecules, subsequently triggering
an inﬂammatory reaction in patients with CD.12
Gluten content in food is regulated by the Codex Alimentarius
(http://www.codexalimentarius.net). This codex (CODEX
STAN 118e1979 revised in 2008) states that gluten-free foods
are foods or ingredients naturally free of gluten, in which the
measured gluten level is #20 mg/kg in total, or processed to
<100 mg/kg. According to the current Codex, foods meeting
these criteria may be labelled as a ‘gluten-free food’.
Gut 2013;62:43–52. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2011-301346

Asymptomatic CD
Asymptomatic CD is not accompanied by symptoms even in
response to direct questioning at initial diagnosis.
Individuals with asymptomatic CD do not manifest any
symptoms commonly associated with CD and have no symptoms that respond to gluten withdrawal, even in response to
direct questioning. These patients are often diagnosed through
testing of populations enrolled in screening programmes or in
case-ﬁnding strategies for detecting CD in patients with disorders that are associated with a high risk for CD.21e33 Many of
these patients suffer from decreased quality of life. Sometimes
minor symptoms (eg, fatigue) are only recognised after the
introduction of a GFD;34 such patients do not suffer from
true asymptomatic CD and should be reclassiﬁed as having
subclinical CD.

Typical CD
Historically, typical CD has denoted a gluten-induced enteropathy presenting with signs or symptoms of malabsorption/
global malabsorption (such as diarrhoea or malnutrition) or
a malabsorption syndrome (indicated by weight loss, steatorrhoea and oedema secondary to hypoalbuminemia). The above
use is questionable in that the clinical presentation of CD has
changed over time,35e37 and the word ‘typical’ implies that
this form is the most frequently encountered form of CD. In
contrast, many current patients have symptoms such as
anaemia,38e40 fatigue41 42 and abdominal pain.43
We therefore discourage the use of the term typical CD.

Atypical CD
Atypical CD can only be used in reference to typical CD.
Historically, atypical CD has been used to describe patients with
gluten-induced enteropathy who have no weight loss but
present with any of the following symptoms or signs: gastrointestinal symptoms,44 including symptoms suggestive of irritable bowel syndrome45 46 and liver dysfunction47 48;
extraintestinal manifestations, such as metabolic disease/
45
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Table 2

Coeliac disease
Symptomatic CD

Classical CD

Overt CD

Classical CD presents with signs and symptoms of malabsorption. Diarrhoea, steatorrhoea, weight loss or growth failure is
required.
Classical and typical CD have traditionally been similar
concepts deﬁning the presence of a gluten-induced enteropathy
presenting with diarrhoea, malnutrition or a malabsorption
syndrome (indicated by weight loss, steatorrhoea and oedema
secondary to hypoalbuminemia).7 67e74 While recognising that
these symptoms are not speciﬁc to CD, we encourage the use of
classical CD, as deﬁned above, because the term ‘classical’ does
not imply that this type of CD is more common than CD
without clinical malabsorption. Examples of classical CD are
patients with diarrhoea and weight loss but also patients with
weight loss and anaemia.
Paediatric classical CD is the paediatric equivalent of classical
CD. These children are often characterised by failure to thrive,
diarrhoea, muscle wasting, poor appetite and abdominal
distension.75e79 Many children with classical CD and malabsorption also show signs of emotional distress (‘change of
mood’) and lethargy.72

Non-classical CD
Non-classical CD presents without signs and symptoms of
malabsorption.
In non-classical CD the patient does not suffer from malabsorption (eg, a patient with constipation and abdominal
pain but no malabsorption). Patients with monosymptomatic
disease (other than diarrhoea or steatorrhoea) usually have
non-classical CD.

Silent CD
Silent CD is equivalent to asymptomatic CD. We discourage the
use of the term silent CD.

Subclinical CD
Subclinical CD is below the threshold of clinical detection.
The term subclinical has often been used to denote silent
CD80e82 or patients with CD and extraintestinal symptoms
(and no gastrointestinal symptoms).83 The term has also been
used for patients with CD who have clinical or laboratory signs
(iron deﬁciency anaemia, abnormalities in liver function tests,
enamel defects, incidental endoscopic features, osteoporosis, etc)
but no symptoms.84
As understanding of CD has advanced, new disease associations have been regularly found and populations tested for CD
have changed in response. For this reason, what is ‘subclinical’
has changed over time. To provide a stable deﬁnition, we speciﬁed subclinical CD to be disease that is below the threshold of
clinical detection without signs or symptoms sufﬁcient to
trigger CD testing in routine practice.
46

Symptomatic CD is characterised by clinically evident gastrointestinal and/or extraintestinal symptoms attributable to
gluten intake.
The clinical manifestations of CD vary from none (asymptomatic CD) to a wide spectrum of symptoms. The vast
majority of authors describing symptomatic CD do not distinguish between CD with gastrointestinal symptoms and CD
with extraintestinal symptoms.85e98
What was previously called overt CD should be considered
part of symptomatic CD.

Overt CD has most often been characterised by clinically
evident gluten-related symptoms, either gastrointestinal
(dyspepsia, diarrhoea and bloating) or extraintestinal (neurological symptoms and fatigue).99 100 We recommend that the
term overt CD should not be used; symptomatic CD is the
preferred term.

Refractory CD
Refractory CD (RCD) consists of persistent or recurrent
malabsorptive symptoms and signs with villous atrophy (VA)
despite a strict GFD for more than 12 months.
Although deﬁnitions of RCD differ slightly,101e118 most
expert-opinion-based deﬁnitions include persistence or recurrence of malabsorptive symptoms and signs (eg, diarrhoea,
abdominal pain, involuntary loss of weight, low haemoglobin
and hypoalbuminemia) associated with persistent or recurrent
VA despite a strict GFD for more than 12 months (or severe
persistent symptoms independently of the duration of GFD) in
the absence of other causes of VA or malignant complications119
and after the conﬁrmation of the initial diagnosis of CD.
Generally, most patients are negative for EMA and TTG at
the time of RCD diagnosis, but the presence of persisting
elevated titres of circulating EMA and/or TTG does not necessarily rule out RCD, though this should lead to questions
about dietary adherence. In all cases, a careful dietary interview
should be performed to exclude gluten exposure before
diagnosing RCD.120 Not all dietary non-responsive CD is
RCD.121e123
RCD is divided into two categories111 115: type I, in which
a normal IEL phenotype is found; and type II, in which there is
a clonal expansion of an aberrant IEL population. The abnormal
phenotype is supported by loss of normal surface markers CD3,
CD4 and CD8 with preserved expression of intracytoplasmic
CD3 (CD3e) in >50% of IELs as evaluated by immunohistochemistry or >20% as determined by ﬂow cytometry, and by
detection of clonal rearrangement of T-cell receptor chains (g or
d) by PCR.104 107 108 115 116

Latent CD
The literature reveals at least ﬁve deﬁnitions of latent CD:
positive CD serology in patients with normal mucosa or absence
of VA;124e129 and normal mucosa in patients who are on
a gluten-containing diet, but have had an earlier or will have
a later ﬂat mucosa when they eat gluten.130e134 To some
physicians latent CD is simply equivalent to undiagnosed
CD,135 136 whereas others refer to latent CD as CD preceded by
another autoimmune disease (eg, type I diabetes or thyroid
disease). Finally, latent CD is sometimes used to denote normal
mucosa with non-serological abnormalities, such as an increased
number of g or d cells, or increased mucosal permeability.137
Considering that the terms potential CD and latent CD have
Gut 2013;62:43–52. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2011-301346
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symptoms (failure to thrive, thyroid dysfunction (hypo/
hyper))49 50; neurologic ﬁndings,51e53 including depression54
and gluten ataxia55; reproductive disease,56e58 including abnormalities in menarche and menopause58 59; oral/cutaneous
disease,60e64 including dermatitis herpetiformis (DH);65 and
skeletal ﬁndings.66 Atypical CD has also been used to denote
patients with a gluten-induced enteropathy and signiﬁcant
nutritional deﬁciencies (such as iron deﬁciency). We argue
that the term atypical CD should not be used. Some patients
previously described as having atypical CD may fulﬁl the
requirements for non-classical CD (see below).

Coeliac disease

Potential CD
Potential CD relates to people with a normal small intestinal
mucosa who are at increased risk of developing CD as indicated
by positive CD serology.
Potential CD is also often used with different meanings. For
some, potential CD means that the patient has an increased
number of IELs in the villi138 or increased expression of g or
d cells.139 To others, potential CD describes people with normal
mucosa but positive CD serology.140 141 Adding to this is the
suggestion by Ferguson et al that all ﬁrst-degree relatives to
patients with CD have potential CD.142
We recommend that the term potential CD be used for people
with normal small intestinal mucosa who are at increased risk of
developing CD as indicated by positive CD serology. A difﬁculty
in the deﬁnition of this group is variability in the adequacy of
the biopsies that were taken to exclude the diagnosis of active
CD, especially with the current knowledge that at least four
biopsies need to be taken143 and the bulb may be the only
location of VA.15

CD autoimmunity

test positive for HLA-DQ2 or HLA-DQ8, with the understanding that the risk varies between 2% and 20%, depending on
the degree of the relative with CD and the number of copies of
HLA-DQ2 genes. However, people who harbour these genes are
at risk of developing CD.

Gluten intolerance
The term gluten intolerance has been used as a synonym of
CD and to indicate that a patient experiences a clinical
improvement after starting a GFD, even when they do not have
CD.8 76 122 155e166 However, we believe the term gluten intolerance is non-speciﬁc and carries inherent weaknesses and
contradictions. Although gluten intolerance could be a consequence of poor digestion, it could also be the effect of some
lectin-like properties of gluten or foods generated from gluten
that cause gastrointestinal upset. Another problem is that gluten
intolerance may not truly reﬂect intolerance to gluten but to
other wheat components.156 Because of these contradictions, we
recommend that the term gluten intolerance should not be used
and that gluten-related disorders be used instead.

Gluten-related disorders
Gluten-related disorders is a term used to describe all conditions
related to gluten.
We recommend that this term is used to describe all conditions related to gluten. This may include disorders such as
gluten ataxia, DH, non-coeliac gluten sensitivity (NCGS) and
CD.115 167 168

CD autoimmunity relates to increased TTG or EMA on at least
two occasions when status of the biopsy is not known. If the
biopsy is positive, then this is CD, if the biopsy is negative than
this is potential CD.
The term ‘coeliac disease autoimmunity’ or ‘coeliac autoimmunity’ has been used to describe: individuals with positive
TTG,144e147 positive EMA,148 positive EMA with positive/
borderline TTG,149 positive TTG on at least two occasions,150
and positive TTG on two occasions or a positive small bowel
biopsy after only a single positive TTG.151
We deﬁned CD autoimmunity as positive TTG or EMA on at
least two occasions. In a clinical setting this will lead to a small
intestinal biopsy, and patients can then be classiﬁed as either CD
(positive biopsy) or potential CD (negative biopsy), but in
a research setting there are circumstances when small intestinal
biopsy has not been performed. The term CD autoimmunity
should then be used. When TTG or EMA has only been tested
on one occasion, it is preferable to refer to patients as TTG
positive or EMA positive.

In some papers the term gluten sensitivity is used synonymously with CD.7 Other papers used the concept of gluten
sensitivity as an umbrella term to include CD and other conditions related to gluten ingestion, such as DH,169 gluten ataxia170
and NCGS.156 Most recently,157 171e174 several authors
employed the term gluten sensitivity to describe a condition in
which symptoms are triggered by gluten ingestion, in the
absence of TTG or EMA antibodies and enteropathy, with
variable HLA status and variable anti-gliadin (AGA) presence. It
is important to distinguish CD from less well characterised
diseases related to gluten ingestion. We therefore recommend
that the term gluten sensitivity should not be used and that
NCGS be used instead.

Genetically at risk of CD

Non-coeliac gluten sensitivity

Family members of patients with CD that test positive for HLA
DQ2 and/or DQ8 are genetically at risk of CD.
CD is a multifactorial condition with unparallelled evidence of
the pivotal role of HLA-DQA1*05-DQB1*02 (DQ2) and
DQA1*03-DQB1*0302 (DQ8) in disease predisposition.152 153
DQ2 and DQ8 are major risk factors carried by almost all
patients with CD. Interestingly, when carried in trans on DR5/
DR7 (ie, DQA1*05-DQB1*0301/DQA1*0201-DQB1*02) or DR3/
DR7 (ie, DQA1*05-DQB1*02/DQA1*0201-DQB1*02) genotypes,
the risk of CD in southern Europeans is higher than when the
alleles are carried in cis on DR3 (ie, DQA1*05-DQB1*02) alone,
suggesting that additional factors in the region may be inﬂuencing disease propensity.
Non-HLA genes together contribute more to genetic susceptibility (approximately 65%) than the HLA genes (the remaining
35%), but the contribution from each single, predisposing nonHLA gene appears to be modest.154
At the moment, the concept of genetically at risk for CD
should be limited to family members (of patients with CD) who

The term NCGS relates to one or more of a variety of immunological, morphological or symptomatic manifestations that
are precipitated by the ingestion of gluten in people in whom
CD has been excluded.
NCGS is a condition in which gluten ingestion leads to
morphological or symptomatic manifestations despite the
absence of CD.172e176 As opposed to CD, NCGS may show signs
of an activated innate immune response but without the
enteropathy, elevations in tTG, EMA or DGP antibodies, and
increased mucosal permeability characteristic of CD.173
Recently, in a double-blind randomised trial, Biesiekierski et al
showed that patients with NCGS truly develop symptoms
when eating gluten.156 It is unclear at this time what components of grains trigger symptoms in people with NCGS and
whether some populations of patients with NCGS have subtle
small intestinal morphological changes. While there is currently
no standard diagnostic approach to NCGS, systematic evaluation should be conducted, including exclusion of CD and other
inﬂammatory disorders.

Gut 2013;62:43–52. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2011-301346

Gluten sensitivity

47
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often been used interchangeably, resulting in confusion, we
discourage the use of the term latent CD.

Coeliac disease

These are AGAs of IgA and IgG subclass recognising the gliadin
moiety of wheat. Antibodies recognising native gluten are now
rarely used for diagnostic purposes because they lack general
speciﬁcity. Antibodies recognising DGP demonstrate high speciﬁcity and sensitivity. They can also be used for measurement of
gluten in foodstuffs.
Use of the term gliadin-speciﬁc antibodies generally refers to
antibodies directed against the gliadin moiety of wheat prolamins. The following four aspects of these antibodies are relevant
to the spectrum of gluten-induced disease.

Diagnostic value
After introduction in the 1980s, IgA antibodies against wheat
gliadin (AGAs) served as the best serological test for CD for some
years.177 178 However, the low positive predictive value179 meant
that this test has since been abandoned for the investigation
of CD,13 179 except for in children younger than 18 months, in
whom IgA AGA seems to have high sensitivity.180 Recently,
assays for IgA and IgG antibodies against DGP have been
introduced181 and perform similarly to TTG-based tests.179

Increased gut permeability
Elevated levels of AGAs have also been used for the investigation
of possible increased gut permeability, but this use in clinical
practice lacks a strong scientiﬁc background.

Disorders beyond the classical enteropathy
AGAs are also relevant to gluten-induced disorders beyond the
classical enteropathy. The most well known example is gluten
ataxia. Patients with this disorder may have CD or only elevated
levels of IgA or IgG AGAs55 (see gluten ataxia).

Measurement of gluten in foods
Gluten-speciﬁc antibodies have a clear role in the food industry
in that they are indispensable for measurement of gluten in
foods. More recently, an assay using a monoclonal antibody
recognising a major coeliac toxic epitope has been developed.182
This assay is now the preferred method for gluten analysis
in food.183

Coeliac disease serology
Coeliac disease serology is a term that includes endomysium,
transglutaminase, deamidated gliadin antibodies, and in small
children also gliadin antibodies for the assessment of CD.
Since the introduction of AGAs, antibodies have become an
important means to diagnose CD. Serological testing has been
used routinely in the investigation of CD since the 1980s.
Whereas AGA tests were common in the 1980s and 1990s,184
laboratories have since gradually shifted to EMA and TTG
tests.185e187 In most patient groups with suspected CD, EMA
and TTG tests have a higher sensitivity and speciﬁcity than the
AGA test.188 We deﬁned CD serology as an all-encompassing
term that includes all available tests which have been shown in
clinical studies to be sensitive for assessment of CD. Accordingly,
we discourage the use of the term CD serology in that it is
preferable to specify the antibody tests used because sensitivity
and speciﬁcity differ substantially. We have nevertheless
suggested a deﬁnition of this term because it is extensively used.

Gluten ataxia
Gluten ataxia can be deﬁned as idiopathic sporadic ataxia and
positive serum antigliadin antibodies even in the absence of
duodenal enteropathy.
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Gluten ataxia is one of a number of neurological manifestations attributed to CD. Deﬁning criteria for gluten
ataxia170 189 190 include otherwise idiopathic sporadic ataxia in
association with positive AGA with or without enteropathy on
duodenal biopsy. Most reports (22 of 35 reports) after 1998 have
used the same deﬁnition, that is, idiopathic sporadic ataxia with
positive AGA (IgG or IgA, or both). However, a number of
reports refer to patients with established CD (13 of 35 reports)
without always providing serological information on these
patients other than stating that the patient had CD (taken to
imply the presence of enteropathy).170 191e199
One report examined the presence of IgA deposits on
duodenal biopsies and found that all 10 patients with gluten
ataxia (without enteropathy) had such deposits.195 One study
has identiﬁed a novel transglutaminase (TTG6) as a potential
new serological marker for gluten ataxia,192 but currently the
most appropriate deﬁnition for gluten ataxia remains that of
idiopathic sporadic ataxia with positive AGA.

Dermatitis herpetiformis
DH is a cutaneous manifestation of small intestinal immunemediated enteropathy precipitated by exposure to dietary
gluten. It is characterised by herpetiform clusters of pruritic
urticated papules and vesicles on the skin, especially on the
elbows, buttocks and knees, and IgA deposits in the dermal
papillae. DH responds to a GFD.
DH is characterised by the presence of IgA deposits in
the skin,200e202 is strongly linked to an immune-mediated
enteropathy precipitated by gluten,65 203e205 and responds to
a GFD.206e209 A study from the USA in 1992 documented
a prevalence of 11.2 per 100 000 people and an incidence of 0.98
per 100 000 people per year.210 These rates are comparable to
earlier studies of prevalence of DH in northern Europe.205
VA will be revealed by a single intestinal biopsy in two-thirds
of patients, and by multiple biopsies in 95%. The enteropathy is
variable in severity, but even in the presence of normal villous
architecture, elevated levels of gd T lymphocytes in the intestinal mucosa, elevated IEL counts and induction of VA are noted
on gluten challenge, and these patients are very likely to
reﬂect the entire spectrum of histological and clinical CD in
adults.65 211 The association with HLA is the same as in CD:
90% of patients have HLA DQ2 and almost all the remainder
have HLA DQ8.212 The skin lesions clear with gluten withdrawal but may also require treatment by the neutrophil
inhibitor dapsone.207 208 213 In the long term, adherence to
a strict GFD shows 47% of patients can stop drug treatment
completely; however 15% will not be able to reduce the dose of
dapsone.214

DISCUSSION
This review was based on PubMed literature searches and expert
meetings. We aimed to deﬁne key concepts relevant to CD and
related disorders. The character of the current paper implies that
we did not pool any data or use any statistical tools. Instead, we
assembled an international team of recognised experts in CD
research, discussed deﬁnitions and tried to reach a consensus.
This approach is similar to that of previous papers on deﬁnitions
of CD.2e4 As opposed to previous studies,2e4 however, we did
not limit ourselves to ‘CD only’ but deﬁned a large number of
concepts. In addition, we provide guidance to the scientiﬁc and
clinical community as to which terms should be used and which
should be abandoned.
Overall, we evaluated more than 300 papers in detail and all
authors participated in the discussion leading to consensus
Gut 2013;62:43–52. doi:10.1136/gutjnl-2011-301346
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deﬁnitions. We tried to avoid cumbersome deﬁnitions and have
mostly avoided the inclusion of speciﬁc techniques, antibodies
and measurements or units in these deﬁnitions. Cumbersome
deﬁnitions are rarely used in practice and because of the progress
in the CD research ﬁeld, statements on speciﬁc tests may rapidly
become obsolete.
Our research team was multidisciplinary and was composed
of specialists from gastroenterology, pathology, paediatrics,
neurology and dermatology. We hope that our deﬁnitions will be
acceptable to all specialties dealing with CD and gluten-related
disorders and anticipate that they will facilitate both research
and clinical management of patients with these disorders.
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1a. GLUTEN ATAXIA: "Idiopathic sporadic ataxia and
positive serum antigliadin antibodies even in the
absence of an enteropathy on duodenal biopsy".
AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory
motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 In general, I agree with the definition. My concern is related to the necessity of evidences
of clinical improvement with a GFD or presence of gluten-related autoimmunity (tTG6
antibodies or other features).
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 partially agree: should there be some criteria for stabilization or improvement on a GFD.
Lots of people have anti gliadin serologies, is that really enough?
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree
06/03/2011 5190026 Agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 not agree. In general gluten ataxia is associated to positive TTG6 and, thereforepositive
serum antigliadin antibodies is reductive
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06/06/2011 5194764 Agree
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
Bushara KO.Neurologic presentation of celiac disease.Gastroenterology. 2005 Apr;128(4
Suppl 1):S92-7.PMID: 15825133

06/06/2011 5196667 agree however the defintion does not imply that the gluten is casuative to the ataxia it
could be that the cerebellar immune response may cause false postiive AGA
Serology of celiac disease in gluten-sensitive ataxia or neuropathy: role of deamidated
gliadin antibody. Journal of Neuroimmunology. 2011 Jan; 230(1-2): 130-4 PMID 21056914
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
body of literature from Hadjivassiliou and now others supporting this
06/07/2011 5197740 agree, we have to wait and see if anti-TG6 proves to be a more specofoc marker
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree. This is the way it has been defined. I am not sure if this is biologically correct. My
feeling is that gluten ataxia without pos IgA-TTG and/or biopsy findings is something else
that overt CD with ataxia.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

1b. GLUTEN ATAXIA: If you disagree with the
definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) please list the references that support
your stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 Idiopathic sporadic ataxia secondary to an immune-mediated response to gliadin and
positive TTG6 and seruma antigliadin antibodies
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

2a. ASYMPTOMATIC CD: "a gluten-induced
enteropathy not accompanied by symptoms even in
response to direct questioning. These patients are
diagnosed by screening in subjects apparently healthy,
in population enrolled in screening programs or in
case-finding strategies for detecting CD among
patients with disorders having high-risk for CD. Many
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of these asymptomatic/silent cases are affected by a
low-grade intensity illness or decreased quality of life.
Often minor symptoms (eg, fatigue) are only realized
after introduction of a gluten free diet." AGREE/NOT
AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts
are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I compleetly agree by obvious reasons
06/02/2011 5187394 agree but please add a sentence that clarify the screening tests are atTG and EMA are
always (quite always) positive in absence of IgA deficiency. in Italy someone screens with
HLA and generates confusion
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116 Not agree: Awkward syntax and unnecassarily long and cumbersome:
"a gluten-induced enteropathy not accompanied by symptoms [delete as not necessary:
"even in response to direct questioning"]. These individuals [not patients as symptomless]
are diagnosed by screening [delete the remainder as being a discussion/commentary that
is not needed within the definition: "in subjects apparently healthy, in population enrolled in
screening programs or in case-finding strategies for detecting CD among patients with
disorders having high-risk for CD. Many of these asymptomatic/silent cases are affected
by a low-grade intensity illness or decreased quality of life. Often minor symptoms (eg,
fatigue) are only realized after introduction of a gluten free diet."]
06/03/2011 5190026 I agree 90%
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree
06/06/2011 5194764 agree
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree. It is a synonym of silent celiac disease
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 not agree
surely anyone with minor symptoms cannot be labelled as asymtpomatic?
silent or asymptomatic may be interchangeable but they to my mind represent those
individuals who really have nothing wrong with them from the patients perspective. They
may come from screeing but often screening individuals then describe subtle symptoms
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree. But many of the patients that are found by screening can have active disease
(unrecognized CD).
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

2b. ASYMPTOMATIC CD:If you disagree with the
definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) please list the references that support
your stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 "a gluten-induced enteropathy not accompanied by symptoms and detected by screening"
06/03/2011 5190026 I would not include in this group patients found to be affected by CD because of
associated pathological conditions (i.e. IDDM, thyroid diseases, etc etc). In my opinion
these patients should be considered to be affected by subclinical CD
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
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06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653 see above
happy to use term to describe that group but then like to call the other coeliac typical and
atypical. typical any GI symptoms or anaemia atypical - the rest of the symptoms no
matter how subtle
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

3a. SUBCLINICAL CD: "Celiac disease that stays
below the surface of clinical detection and, therefore,
might have no recognizable clinical findings."
AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory
motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
this is different to 2a, or the same
would not include this as a definition because it is redundant
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 in the presence of positive serology and histology
06/02/2011 5187902 how is this different from asymptomatic as defined above?
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree but does this differ in any way from asymptomatic CD? If yes the difference is not
within the definitions. If they are the same then they can be combined for simplicity into
the same definition.
06/03/2011 5190026 I do not agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764 agree
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 what is the difference from asymptomatic CD?
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree with the text, but I do not use the term. The present level of clinical finding may
change in any individual.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

3b. SUBCLINICAL CD: If you disagree with the
definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 see above
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116
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06/03/2011 5190026 The definition is too vague. I would include in this definition patients found to be affected
by CD because of symptoms suggestive of selective malsbsorption (for example iron
deficiency anaemia, osteoporosis, etc etc) or associated conditions (IDDM, etc etc)
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

4a. CLASSICAL=TYPICAL CD: "a gluten-induced
enteropathy presenting with diarrhea, malnutrition or a
malabsorption syndrome (indicated by weight loss,
steatorrhea and edema secondary to
hypoalbuminemia).". AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please
motivate (explanatory motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 mostly agree, what about someone with just abdominal pain and fatigue with or without
anemia. thats pretty classic for celiac but wouldnt be captured in above
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026 I agree 90%
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 disagree. GI symptoms, even if frequent, cannot be considered typical anymore. The vast
majority of CD sufferers, particularly adults, have "atypical" manifestations, like anemia,
fatigue, abdominal pain, etc. in complete absence of malabsorption symptoms
06/06/2011 5194764 agree, but sumtoms may be subtle; onlu loose stools, flatulence problems ande.g isolated
sideropenic anemia. If this is a strict definition, we do not have many typical celiac patients
in Finland at all.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree but would lose the statement in brackest as too restrictive and define histology
count of IELs as <25
Gastroenterology. 2010 Jul;139(1):112-9. Epub 2010 Apr 13.
Detection of celiac disease and lymphocytic enteropathy by parallel serology and
histopathology in a population-based study.
Walker MM, Murray JA, Ronkainen J, Aro P, Storskrubb T, D'Amato M, Lahr B, Talley
NJ, Agreus L.
PMID: 20398668
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree, but also this term is of limited value as it is more rarely seen these days.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

4b. CLASSICAL=TYPICAL CD: If you disagree with
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the definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 "a gluten-induced enteropathy presenting with signs and symptoms of marked
malabsorption such as diarrhea, steatorrhea, abdominal bloating, nutritional deficiencies,
weight loss and edema secondary to hypoalbuminemia.".
06/03/2011 5190026 I would write "a gluten-induced enteropathy presenting with diarrhea, malnutrition or a
GLOBAL malabsorption syndrome (indicated by weight loss, steatorrhea OR edema
secondary to hypoalbuminemia).".
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 to be abandoned. The classification should be: 1. Symptomatic; 2. Asymptomatic; 3. Silent
06/06/2011 5194764 Abdominal symptoms or signis of malabstarption may be subtle.
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653 see answer 2b
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

4c. CLASSICAL=TYPICAL CD: PEDIATRIC SETTING.
"in addition to the features listed in "4a" findings such
as: failure to thrive, muscle wasting, poor appetite,
change of mood and abdominal distension suggest a
classical CD". AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please motivate
(explanatory motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026 Agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 same as above
06/06/2011 5194764 same commets as in adults above
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 would also leave as 4a without additional features
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree but not a pead doc so maybe talking rubbish!
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree
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4d. CLASSICAL=TYPICAL CD: PEDIATRIC SETTING.
If you disagree with the added definition of "4c", please
a) suggest an alternative definition; b) list the
references that support your stance, and if possible
add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

5a. NON-CLASSICAL=ATYPICAL CD: "a gluteninduced enteropathy clinically expressed by some of
the following manifestations but without weight loss:
Gastrointestinal symptoms: any GI symptom
(abdominal pain, GE reflux symptoms, vomiting,
constipation, IBS-like symptoms, distension, or
bloating, borborigms, etc); Extraintestinal
manifestations without GI symptoms: Metabolic:
Thyroid dysfunction (hypo/hyper), cramps, tetany,
paresthesiae, edema, etc. Neurologic findings: gluten
ataxia, epilepsy, peripheral neuropathy, depression,
etc. Reproductive (infertility, menstrual abnormalities,
recurrent abortion, early menopause, amenorrhea),
Oral/cutaneous: DH, alopecia, aphthae, dental enamel
defects, psoriasis, glossitis), Skeletal: bone pain,
rickets. Mono- or oligo-symptomatic clinical course
(any of the former symptoms), patients that may also
have significant nutritional deficiencies findings such
as iron deficiency, recurrent abdominal pain, and mood
changes." AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please motivate
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(explanatory motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 disagree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 I have doubts about including gastrointestinal symptoms without weight loss.
06/02/2011 5187902 mostly agree: similar to 4a, would someone with IBS type symptoms and iron deficiency
really be considered non-classical/atypical
06/02/2011 5188116 Disagree - the definition is too long and cumbersome
06/03/2011 5190026 This is what I mean with "subclinical CD".
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 disagree. see my comments above
06/06/2011 5194764 disagree; Wide range of abdominal symtoms as mentioned here are typical presentations
of celiac disease. Atypical is not a good word as majority of celiacs nowadays present with
these kind of symptoms. Tetany is a rare presentation related in severe hypocalsemia due
to malabsortption...my opinion. Thyroid dysfunction is is asymptom or risk group of CD.
Psoriasis is not so cler thing.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree but I think that gluten ataxia should not be include among the symptoms
06/06/2011 5196255 agree, but also see NICE guidelines http://guidance.nice.org.uk/CG86
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 yes agree
06/07/2011 5197740 I would take epilepsy out
06/07/2011 5198378 Not agree, this mode of presentation is "Typical CD" these days.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

5b. NON-CLASSICAL=ATYPICAL CD: If you disagree
with the definition above, please a) suggest an
alternative definition; b) list the references that support
your stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 weight loss in the absence of a malabsorption syndrome is atypical
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 "a gluten-induced enteropathy presenting without signs and symptoms of severe
malabsorption. Presenting features may include mild gastrointestinal signs or symptoms
or extra-intestinal manifestations of celiac disease
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764 I would talk classical=typical with abdominal symptoms and signs of malabsorption (what
ever); atypical=exreaintestinal
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454 Veru unclear if infertility is a sign of CD

6a. CELIAC CRISIS: "Acute onset or rapid progression
of gastrointestinal symptoms attributable to celiac
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disease requiring hospitalization and/or parenteral
nutrition along with at least 2 of the following: a) Signs
of severe dehydration including hemodynamic
instability and/or orthostatic changes, b) Neurologic
dysfunction, c) Renal dysfunction, creatinine level,
>2.0 g/dL, d) Metabolic acidosis, pH <7.35, e)
Hypoproteinemia (albumin level, <3.0 g/dL), f)
Abnormal electrolyte levels including
hypernatremia/hyponatremia, hypocalcemia,
hypokalemia, or hypomagnesemia, g) Weight loss <10
lb". AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please motivate
(explanatory motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree apart from typo of weight loss GREATER THAN 10 pounds.
06/03/2011 5190026 Agree (but does this really happen?). How much is 10lb in kg?
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree
06/06/2011 5194764 WE have no such cases nowadays.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

6b. CELIAC CRISIS: If you disagree with the definition
above, please a) suggest an alternative definition; b)
list the references that support your stance, and if
possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
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06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

7a. REFRACTORY CELIAC DISEASE: "persistent or
recurrent malabsorptive symptoms and signs (for
examples diarrhea, abdominal pain, involuntary loss of
weight, low hemoglobin, hypoalbuminia) associated
with persistent or recurrent villous atrophy with crypt
hyperplasia and increased intraepithelial lymphocytes
(IEL) in spite of a strict gluten free diet for more than
12 months (or severe persistent symptoms
independently of the duration of GFD) in the absence
of other causes of villous atrophy or malignant
complication (18) and after the confirmation of the
initial diagnosis of celiac disease." AGREE/NOT
AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts
are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I partially agree with the definition. My concern is related with the rule of: "for more than 12
month", because there is a proportion of cases having a refractory and severe outcome
from the time of diagnosis of CD ("primarily refractory).
06/02/2011 5187394 cite the serology status? I personally do not think that antibodies should be present in
RCD, but I know that others say they might
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree but shorten
06/03/2011 5190026 Agree but I would focus on the persistence of villous atrophy rather than symptoms (see
below)
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree
06/06/2011 5194764 In adults mycosa does not heal always withind 12 weeks, takes sometimes more time.
What are those asymptomatic with persitent villous atrophy,Aliment Pharmacol Ther. 2007
May 15;25(10):1237-45.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 define increased IEL counts i.e. >25
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

7b. REFRACTORY CELIAC DISEASE: If you disagree
with the definition above, please a) suggest an
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alternative definition; b) list the references that support
your stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 Suggest shortening to: "persistent or recurrent malabsorptive symptoms and signs
associated with persistent or recurrent villous atrophy with crypt hyperplasia and
increased intraepithelial lymphocytes in spite of a strict gluten free diet for more than 12
months (or severe persistent symptoms independently of the duration of GFD) in the
absence of other causes of villous atrophy or malignant complication (18) and after the
confirmation of the initial diagnosis of celiac disease."
06/03/2011 5190026 persistent or recurrent villous atrophy with crypt hyperplasia and increased intraepithelial
lymphocytes (IEL) associated with persistent or recurrent malabsorptive symptoms and
signs (for examples diarrhea, abdominal pain, involuntary loss of weight, low hemoglobin,
hypoalbuminia) in spite of a strict gluten free diet for more than 12 months (or severe
persistent symptoms independently of the duration of GFD) in the absence of other
causes of villous atrophy or malignant complication (18) and after the confirmation of the
initial diagnosis of celiac disease
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454 reference 18 should be removed from the definition

8a. SILENT CELIAC DISEASE: "A) positive serology
(EMA, tTG) and the presence of a gluten-sensitive
enteropathy not accompanied by any symptoms and
identified through testing because of a family history of
celiac disease or celiac disease-associated condition,
or population screening; or B) individual with CD
identified through population-screening." AGREE/NOT
AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts
are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 How is this different from asymptomatic or subclinical above? Should these be combined
into one inclusive definition? If not, they should be clearly differentiated. Further, what
about someone with anemia or osteoporosis, they may be asymptomatic but are they
considered truely silent?
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree but would shorten
06/03/2011 5190026 Not agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree (possibly, this can be defined as asymptomatic)06/06/2011 5194764 Why use silent- asymptomatic was already above.
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06/06/2011 5196265 The sentence B) is included in sentence A), should be removed.
06/06/2011 5196255 define histology of this as increased IELs (<25/ 100 enterocytes) PMID: 20398668
06/06/2011 5196667 a agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 this is the same as asymptomatic
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree with A but not with B.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

8b. SILENT CELIAC DISEASE: If you disagree with
the definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 Would simplify and shorten to:
"Positive serology (EMA, tTG) and the presence of a gluten-sensitive enteropathy not
accompanied by any other signs or symptoms of celiac disease"
06/03/2011 5190026 I do not understand the difference with "asymptomatic CD". Anyway I would write
"individual with CD not accompanied by any symptoms and identified through testing
because of a family history of celiac disease or population screening"
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378 Caliac disease found by population screening can also be clinically significant.
06/19/2011 5244454

9a. GLUTEN (THE SUBSTANCE): "complex of
proteins (prolamins and glutenins) of cereals. The
component proteins of wheat gluten are the gliadins
and glutenin subunits.". AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please
motivate (explanatory motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 disagree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116 I have a question. Are we putting forward a biochemical definition or are we alluding to
those cereal proteins that are toxic in CD? I'm not sure that the current definition does
either well.
06/03/2011 5190026 Not agree. What about water soluble albumins? We cannot forget abot them.
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree
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06/06/2011 5194764 Wheat rye barley should be mentioned
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

9b. GLUTEN (SUBSTANCE): If you disagree with the
definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 the protein component of wheat, rye and barley
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026 The complex of non-water soluble proteins (prolamins and glutenins) of some cereals
toxic to CD patients (wheat, rye, barley)
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

10a. OVERT=SYMPTOMATIC CELIAC DISEASE:
"celiac disease characterized by clinically evident
gluten-related symptoms, either gastrointestinal
(dyspepsia, diarrhea, bloating) or extraintestinal
(neurological symptoms, fatigue). According to this
definition symtomatic and overt celiac disease should
be considered synonyms." AGREE/NOT AGREE?
Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts are
welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116
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06/03/2011 5190026 I agree but it is the same of clasical=atypical
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 is this necessary?
06/06/2011 5194764 agree
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

10b. OVERT=SYMPTOMATIC CELIAC DISEASE: If
you disagree with the definition above, please a)
suggest an alternative definition; b) list the references
that support your stance, and if possible add their
PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 would not include all the different definitions for the same entity
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 I would shorten to:
"celiac disease characterized by clinically evident gluten-related symptoms, either
gastrointestinal or extraintestinal."
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

11a. POTENTIAL CELIAC DISEASE: "Patients in
whom celiac disease is possible but not provable as
the patient is already on a gluten-free diet. E.g.
someone who had a history of GI symptoms and one
or more of the following: family history of celiac
disease, personal history of associated autoimmune
disorder, positive HLA DQ2/DQ8, but is currently on a
long term GFD with negative serology and/or biopsy.".
AGREE/NOT AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory
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motives/texts are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 disagree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree with the definition but I suggest that the term "potential CD" should be abandoned
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026 DO NOT AGREE AT ALL
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 disagree. This will generate great confusion since under this definition we will have a huge
mix bag of cases, the vast majority probably not related to CD.
06/06/2011 5194764 not agree. Potential CD is often regardes as EMA/TTG2ab positive subjects (with
celiac-type HLA) who still have normal small bowel mucosal villous architecture. These
cases may have already gluten-sensitive symptoms. Also early stage celiac disease is
used in this context or minorenterpathy CD.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 what about patients who have a normal biopsy initially (on normal diet) followed by an
abnormal one at a later date
06/07/2011 5198378 Not agree. The clinical settings described above fits in very few cases with actual celiac
disease.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

11b. POTENTIAL CELIAC DISEASE: If you disagree
with the definition above, please a) suggest an
alternative definition; b) list the references that support
your stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 I like marsh's definition. someone who has had or will have CD but has a normal biopsy
while eating gliuten
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 I would shorten to:
Patients in whom celiac disease is possible but not provable as the patient is already on a
gluten-free diet.
06/03/2011 5190026 According to Ann Ferguson who definied the condition (Gut 1993 Feb;34:150-1PMID:
8432463), potential CD is a condition characterised by positive endomysial antibodies
(please, note that positive transglutaminase antibodies with negative EMA are not
enough) but an architecturaly normal duodenal mucosa (so an increased IEL count is
neither necessary or sufficient to make the diagnosis)
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 cases in which the autoimmune serology (TTG and EMA) is positive, but the enteropathy
is not present
06/06/2011 5194764 some publications on this; Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2011 Apr;9(4):320-5;J Clin
Gastroenterol. 2010 Nov 8. [Epub ahead of print]
PMID: 21063208; J Pediatr. 2010 Sep;157(3):373-80, 380.e1; Gastroenterology. 2009
Mar;136(3):816-23.
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
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06/07/2011 5198378 See Brottveit et al Am J Gastroenterol 2011 PMID:21364548
06/19/2011 5244454 Is it enough to state that a patient has potential celiac disease just because he/she eats
GFD and has an autoimmune disorder?

12a. GLUTEN SENSITIVITY: This term should be
ABANDONED. Instead the term "NON-CELIAC
GLUTEN SENSITIVITY" should be used. AGREE/NOT
AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts
are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I fully agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 disagree
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree
Non-celiac gluten intolerance may be worth adding as a synonomous term
06/03/2011 5190026 Do not agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 disagree. CD is not a gluten sensitivity since there is clear evidence that is an
autoimmune reaction to gluten exposure. Therefore, non-celiac gluten sensitivity is not
necessary
06/06/2011 5194764 agree
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 not agree. I think the term potential celiac and gluten sensitivity maybe interchangeable
25 Ball AJ, Hadjivassiliou M, Sanders DS. Is gluten sensitivity a ‘no man’s land’ or a ‘fertile
crescent’ for research? Am J Gastroenterol 2010;105:222-3.
27 Wahnschaffe U, Ullrich R, Riecken EO, Schulzke JD. Celiac disease like abnormalities
in a sub-group of patients with irritable bowel syndrome. Gastroenterology
2001;121:1329-38
28 Wahnschaffe U, Schulzke JD, Zeitz M, Ullrich R. Predictors of clinical response in
patients diagnosed with diarrhea-dominant irritable bowel syndrome. Clin Gastroenterol
Hepatol 2007;5:844-50
also refs historically by Troncone and Ferguson
06/07/2011 5197740 the only problem is under which category to include those patients with Marsh 0 biopsies
ie no enteropathy but autoimmune disease with the correct serology
06/07/2011 5198378 Not agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

12b. GLUTEN SENSITIVITY: If you disagree with
abandoning "gluten sensitivity", please a) argue why
this term should be used; b) and list the references
that support your stance, and if possible add their
PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
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06/02/2011 5187902 I actually think we might want to swich this to non-celiac gluten intolerance and the current
gluten intolerance definition to just gluten sensitivity. this is how it was used in the recent
paper: Gluten Causes Gastrointestinal Symptoms in Subjects
Without Celiac Disease: A Double-Blind Randomized
Placebo-Controlled Trial
Jessica R. Biesiekierski , et al. Am J Gastroenterol advance online publication, 11 January
2011; doi: 10.1038/ajg.2010.487
06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026 Both "gluten sensitivity" and "non coeliac gluten sensitivity" should be completaly
abandoned. Nobody eats gluten, we eat pizza, bread, pasta, etc etc. So, it cannot be
proven that gluten is the noxiuos agent involved in the so called "gluten sensitivity". Could
not it be another protein, or carbohydrate?
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653 see 12a
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378 Gluten sensitivity is a good term for the clinical setting. It should be used in the litterature
after a short definition and statement that it is synonymous with non-celiac gluten
intolerance.
06/19/2011 5244454

13a. GENETICALLY AT RISK OF CELIAC DISEASE.
"Family members of CD patients that test positive for
HLA DQ2 and/or DQ8.". AGREE/NOT AGREE?
Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts are
welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 disagree
06/01/2011 5184342 I agree
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 agree
06/02/2011 5188116 Disagree - a positive family history is not necessary for CD to develop
06/03/2011 5190026 Do not agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree
06/06/2011 5194764 Partly agreee; it does not havy to be family member.
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 disagree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Not agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

13b. GENETICALLY AT RISK OF CELIAC DISEASE. If
you disagree with the definition above, please a)
suggest an alternative definition; b) list the references
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that support your stance, and if possible add their
PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 need not be a family member
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 Individuals that carry HLA DQ2 or DQ8
06/03/2011 5190026 In my opinion this term should not be used. It does not mean anything and it is vague.
What about IDDM patients? They too are likely to be "genetically at risk of CD".
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265 All population that test positive for HLA DQ2 and/or DQ8
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667 Anyone carrying HLA dq2 or dq8 not just family members It could be people with some
changes in the gut not enough to call celiac disease
HLA DQ gene dosage and risk and severity of celiac disease.
Murray, JA. Moore, SB. Van Dyke, CT. Lahr, BD. Dierkhising, RA. Zinsmeister, AR. Melton,
LJ 3rd. Kroning, CM. El-Yousseff, M. Czaja, AJ.

Clinical Gastroenterology & Hepatology. 2007 Dec; 5(12): 1406-12
Vande Voort, JL. Murray, JA. Lahr, BD. Van Dyke, CT. Kroning, CM. Moore, SB. Wu, TT.

Lymphocytic duodenosis and the spectrum of celiac disease. American Journal of
Gastroenterology. 2009 Jan; 104(1): 142-8
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378 There will be many other individuals in the society that also are at risk. Genetic profiling
will tell us much more about this and provide a more stringent definiton of at-risk
individuals.
06/19/2011 5244454

14a. CELIAC DISEASE: "Inflammation within the
proximal small intestine that is precipitated by
exposure to gluten and that is not an allergy or
eosinophilic gastroenteritis. It is typified by pathologic
changes that incorporate an adaptive T cell-mediated
response to gluten and intraepithelial lymphocytosis.
Positive celiac disease serology (tissue
transglutaminase and endomysium antibodies)
supports the diagnosis celiac disease." . AGREE/NOT
AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts
are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I partially agree with the definition
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 Agree, but should there also be mention of HLA type?
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06/02/2011 5188116 Agree except that I would change "Inflammation within the proximal small intestine" to
"small intestinal inflammation"
06/03/2011 5190026 Agree
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 disagree
06/06/2011 5194764 not agree. CD is an autoimmune-mediated enteropathy triggered largely by the ingestion
of a single dietary factor – wheat, rye and barley derived gluten in genetically susceptible
persons; both T-cell mediated and humoral as well as innate immune responses are
involved.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 state increased IELs /100 enterocytes to be <25
Gastroenterology. 2010 Jul;139(1):112-9. Epub 2010 Apr 13.
Detection of celiac disease and lymphocytic enteropathy by parallel serology and
histopathology in a population-based study.
Walker MM, Murray JA, Ronkainen J, Aro P, Storskrubb T, D'Amato M, Lahr B, Talley
NJ, Agreus L.
PMID: 20398668
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree. To me the enteropathy is still and should in the future be crucial for the definition.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

14b. CELIAC DISEASE: If you disagree with the
definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342 Positive celiac disease serology should include antibodies to deamidated gliadin peptides
(a-DGP). Celiac disease serology in patients with different pretest probabilities: is biopsy
avoidable?
Among other studies:
Sugai E, Moreno ML, Hwang HJ, Cabanne A, Crivelli A, Nachman F, Vázquez H, Niveloni
S, Argonz J, Mazure R, La Motta G, Caniggia ME, Smecuol E, Chopita N, Gómez JC,
Mauriño E, Bai JC. World J Gastroenterol. 2010 Jul 7;16(25):3144-52. PMID: 20593499
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 "Small intestinal inflammation that is precipitated by exposure to gluten and that is not an
allergy or eosinophilic gastroenteritis. It is typified by pathologic changes that incorporate
an adaptive T cell-mediated response to gluten and intraepithelial lymphocytosis. Positive
celiac disease serology (tissue transglutaminase and endomysium antibodies) supports
the diagnosis celiac disease."
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 Please explain why we should not define celiac disease as an autoimmune reaction to
gluten
06/06/2011 5194764 see above 14a
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
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06/19/2011 5244454

15a. GLUTEN INTOLERANCE: "all known or
suspected consequences of gluten. This would include
celiac disease, dermatitis herpetiformis, and give
mention to the possibility that further disorders are not
proven, such as gluten ataxia, gluten-sensitive
neuropathy, and nonspecific symptoms including
diarrhea, that might result from gluten ingestion but
have not been proven to do so. Gluten intolerance is
not a synonym of "celiac disease"." AGREE/NOT
AGREE? Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts
are welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 Not agree
06/02/2011 5187394 should gluten intolerance exclude non-celiac GS?
06/02/2011 5187902 See 12b above. would advocate this being gluten sensitivity and non-celiac gluten
intolerance for 12.
06/02/2011 5188116 Disagree. This needs clarification or it will perpetuate the current confusion. Does the term
include wheat gluten allergy? Does it include or exclude non-celiac gluten sensitivity or
non-celiac gluten intolerance.
06/03/2011 5190026 I agree (I wrote it..) Anyway, I am really not sure that we need a term to indicate all known
or suspected consequences of gluten. We could abandon it.
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 agree
06/06/2011 5194764 not a synonyme to CD that I agree.
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 agree
06/06/2011 5196667 agree
06/07/2011 5197653 agree - hate the word confusing like saying lactose intolerant more like a lay term
06/07/2011 5197740 agree
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree. But I feel we should decide on either gluten sensitivity or gluten intolerance. I
prefer gluten sensitivity.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree

15b. GLUTEN INTOLERANCE: If you disagree with
the definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241 would include wheat / allergy
06/01/2011 5184342 I think that modern definition replacing to "gluten intolerance" is GLUTEN RELATED
DISORDERS which includes "non celiac disease gluten sensitivity" "celiac disease" and
"wheat allergy". Intolerance as refered before is a clinical definition making confusion with
the immunological sence of the word intolerance. Furthermore, DH and gluten ataxia
should be considered in the group of celiac disease.
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
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06/02/2011 5188116
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

16a. GLUTEN-SPECIFIC ANTIBODIES. No definitions
has yet been suggested for this term. I urge everyone
to suggest a definition.
06/01/2011 5184241 antigliadin and anti gliadin peptide antibodies
06/01/2011 5184342 these antibodies are conventional AGAs and modern DGPs. Different to tTG and EmA. I
prefer the more general celiac disease-specific antibodies.
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902 Should this be celiac specific and celiac related antibodies rather than gluten?
06/02/2011 5188116 Antibodies that recognize epitopes specific to gluten proteins
06/03/2011 5190026 I would recomand to abandon this and similar terms (coeliac antibodies). They are handy
but they do not show their totally different diagnostic accuracy. So, I would raccomend to
use the name of the antibody (antigliadin, endomysial, etc etc)
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 If you refer to TTG and EMA, I would define them as gluten-induced autoantibodies
06/06/2011 5194764 why not celiac-specific antibodies; antibodies aganst autoantigen transglutaminase 2.
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667 disagree drop
06/07/2011 5197653 antibodies in response to the ingestion of gluten including TTG, EMA and gliadins
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378 Also this term is of minor use. The anti-DGP antibodies should be appropriately defined.
06/19/2011 5244454

16a. GLUTEN-RELATED ANTIBODIES. No definitions
has yet been suggested for this term. I urge everyone
to suggest a definition.
06/01/2011 5184241 EMA, tTG IgA
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 The term is vague and should be dropped
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 If you refer to AGA, I would define them as such
06/06/2011 5194764 very vague word could be anything.
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06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667 drop also replace with celiac related antibodies ( glaidins etc )
06/07/2011 5197653 am easy could use the same as 16a
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378 A definition is not really needed. The term is very rarely used.
06/19/2011 5244454

17a. LATENT CELIAC DISEASE: "Individual with
positive celiac disease serology with a normal
duodenal or jejunal biopsy". AGREE/NOT AGREE?
Please motivate (explanatory motives/texts are
welcome!).
06/01/2011 5184241 agree
06/01/2011 5184342 I partially agree with the definition
06/02/2011 5187394 agree
06/02/2011 5187902 mostly agree but this should be limited to EMA, DGP or tTG. eg. NOT AGA only.
06/02/2011 5188116 Agree except that I would better define positive serology
06/03/2011 5190026 According to Ann Ferguson (Gut 1993 Feb;34:150-1PMID: 8432463), this is potential CD.
After you showed that a patient with potential CD has flattened, you can write that he/she
WAS latent.
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 disagree
06/06/2011 5194764 not agree; somebody has ahd to develop later villosua trophy and celiac disease; and
retrospectively you know that the person had earlier latent CD. Also those cases how
have had CD as childhood and remain in remission long (PMID: 17303598 )Ann Ferguson
had definiotions fopr this long ago:linical and pathological spectrum of coeliac disease-active, silent, latent, potential.
Ferguson A, Arranz E, O'Mahony S.
Gut. 1993 Feb;34(2):150-1
06/06/2011 5196265 I agree
06/06/2011 5196255 Should this not include +ve HLA typing also?
J Pediatr Gastroenterol Nutr. 2011 Jun;52(6):729-733.
HLA-DQ Genotyping Combined With Serological Markers for the Diagnosis of Celiac
Disease: Is Intestinal Biopsy Still Mandatory?
Clouzeau-Girard H, Rebouissoux L, Taupin JL, Le Bail B, Kalach N, Michaud L,
Dabadie A, Olives JP, Blanco P, Morali A, Moreau JF, Lamireau T.
PMID: 21593645
06/06/2011 5196667 disagree How about Increased IELS with negative serology? many pateints with celiac
disease have negative serology so why not a latent? Vande Voort, JL. Murray, JA. Lahr,
BD. Van Dyke, CT. Kroning, CM. Moore, SB. Wu, TT.

Lymphocytic duodenosis and the spectrum of celiac disease. American Journal of
Gastroenterology. 2009 Jan; 104(1): 142-8 PMID 19098862
also
PMID: 18304884
06/07/2011 5197653 agree but also it is a transient phenomenon
06/07/2011 5197740 what about those patients with IGA deposits in the gut?
06/07/2011 5198378 Agree.
06/19/2011 5244454 Agree
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17b. LATENT CELIAC DISEASE: If you disagree with
the definition above, please a) suggest an alternative
definition; b) list the references that support your
stance, and if possible add their PMID-number.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342 It should include the concept of autoimmune antibodies (tTG and EmA)
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902
06/02/2011 5188116 "Individual with positive celiac disease serology (EMA, tTG or DGP) but with a normal
duodenal or jejunal biopsy"
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888 I would abandon this term and I would suggest to use only potential CD
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255
06/06/2011 5196667 see 17a
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454

Free comments.
06/01/2011 5184241
06/01/2011 5184342
06/02/2011 5187394
06/02/2011 5187902 will be interested to see the comments, thanks, Dan
06/02/2011 5188116 The definitions should be kept as short and simple as possible. Examples and lists of
symptoms etc can be included in the commentary but excluded from the definitions.
06/03/2011 5190026
06/03/2011 5191909
06/04/2011 5192888
06/06/2011 5194764
06/06/2011 5196265
06/06/2011 5196255 Thank you Jonas for a job well done! Marjorie
06/06/2011 5196667
06/07/2011 5197653
06/07/2011 5197740 plenty of discussion!
06/07/2011 5198378
06/19/2011 5244454
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